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In an earlier article1 it was shown that the word Christians (christianos) originally was spelled
Chrestians (chrestianos) in the earliest extant medieval manuscript of the Roman historian
Publius Cornelius Tacitus’ Annales 15:44 (regarding the aftermaths of the Great Fire in Rome
in 64 CE). Also in later writings the spelling with an e is used.2 Early references to Christians,
by that name, about the first century, are few.3 Apart from Tacitus, among the Roman authors
only Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus refers to Christians in connection to the emperor Nero, who
ruled 54–68 CE. In his biography on Nero, in the Lives of the Twelve Caesars (c. 120 CE,
called Lives below), Suetonius writes, in 16.2: afflicti suppliciis Christiani, genus hominum
superstitionis novae ac maleficae. Rolfe (1914) translates this: Punishments were inflicted on
the Christians, a class of men given to a new and mischievous4 superstition.5 The Australian
historian Stephen Dando-Collins has recently claimed that this sentence “can almost certainly
be dismissed as a later fictitious insertion in Suetonius’ original text by a Christian copyist”.6
In order to find out whether or not the sentence about Christians is evident in the manuscripts
(MSS) of Lives, and to see which spelling of the word Christians is used, I checked thirteen
MSS held by the Laurentian library in Florence, Italy, and the earliest extant MS of Lives, the
9th century Memmianus (Parisinus 6115). The ~200 MSS of Lives belong to two families, the
superior X and the inferior Z, both deriving from a common archetype. I regard the fourteen
collected MSS as a fairly representative sample, since the Laurentian collection, except 15th c.
MSS, contains the important 12th c. 68.7 and 66.39, from the X family, and the 12th/13th c.
64.8, the 13th/14th c. 20 sin. 3 and the 14th c. 64.9, from the Z family.7
All the fourteen MSS contain the passage about Christians being punished by Nero. The most
common spelling (ten MSS) is the nomen sacrum-abbreviation xpiani, often with a line above
pi.8 The Memmianus and another MS read christiani.9 Another MS read chrẏstiani and one
read xani, with a small ı above x.10 Thus, none of the collected MSS read chrestiani.
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